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Dear Families
We have reached the end of one of the more
difficult terms we have experienced in my
many years as an educator. The staggered
start slowed us down and created
complexities for teachers as we delivered
some classes online, while others were faceto-face. This was made more complex by the
entry of a double cohort, rather than the one
year level we usually welcome.

27– 30th June
Musical week



bullying; a higher number of aggressive acts
and more students failing to comply with the
reasonable instructions of adults in the
school.

Obviously, this is disappointing and does not
fit with the culture of Grant High School that
we have been working so hard to develop
over recent years. We look for parent/
caregiver support in encouraging students to
take responsibility for their behavior and
COVID-19 has impacted the term further than facing up to consequences with maturity. Our
this, with students missing camps, excursions, values of respect, trust and commitment are
important in making sure our school is safe
Swimming Carnival and various other extraand effective in preparing students for life
curricular activities that enrich the life of a
beyond their SACE.
school and its students. Lately, just having
We will be reviewing a number of policies in
enough teachers to look after classes has
been the most significant challenge we have Term 2 to address some issues I outlined
above, and there will need to be significant
faced.
consultation around our mobile phone policy,
I am incredibly proud of our staff, who have
in particular, so please look out for
gone above and beyond to make sure
opportunities to have your say as we work
students are still receiving a high-quality
education, in spite of the obstacles that have our way through those processes.
been in the way over the last eleven weeks,
and I know they are looking forward to
holidays being a well-earned rest as well as
the COVID-19 circuit breaker we hope it will
be.

In the meantime, we will continue to work
with families to ensure their young people
have access to the best educational
opportunities we can provide.

Please have a safe and Happy Easter and
Student behavior has been more of a concern enjoyable holiday break.
at Grant High School this term than it has
been for many years. We have been surprised Kind regards,
by a lot more litter in the yard; more frequent
Fleur Roachock
vandalism of toilets; an increase in cyber-
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ART SHOW
Congratulations to 2021 Visual Art student Sophie Couldrey whose artwork has been selected for the 2022 SACE
Art Show. This exhibition will showcase selected art and design work created by Stage Two Visual Arts/Design
students from 2021.
This is a fantastic achievement and it means Sophie’s work will be on display at the SACE Art Show, running from
Tuesday 22 March to Friday 22 April 2022 at Light Square Gallery, Adelaide College of the Arts. Sophie also takes
out the AEU SACE Art Show Award, winning a $250 prize for her work entitled ‘Touched.’
More than 100 pieces, completed as part of students’ South Australian Certificate of Education art and design
studies, will be on display including paintings and drawings, sculptures, jewellery, costumes and multimedia
works.
All of our Stage 2 Visual Arts/Design students worked hard throughout 2021, producing strong works with highly
thoughtful concepts. Well done to all!
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SCHOOL CAMPS
On Wednesday 30th of March Miss Parr's Stage 1 Outdoor Education class set off for a 38km Bushwalk over the course
of 3 days. Students carried everything that they needed for the 3 days on their backs. They navigated the way, cooked
on Trangias and slept in tents. The class trekked through bush, paddocks, cliffs and coast, travelling from Mount Richmond to Cape Bridgewater, along The Great South West Walk. Students were pushed outside of their comfort zones
physically and mentally, however worked as a team to make it to the end in great spirits!
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